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Introduction 
 
There are different types of ‘ilm - beneficial and non-beneficial, dunya and aakhirah etc. Some               
types of knowledge are through observation, others through inspiration - an example of this is in                
Surah Al Kahf, that of Musa AS (ilm shar’i) and Khidr AS (ilm ladunni). The second type is not                   
for everyone, of course. This kind of ‘ilm is like an ocean, subhanAllah. 
 
When you look at the Quran, every kind of knowledge is in it, and it will teach us. The                   
knowledge of the Quran cannot be taught if you don’t understand the Arabic language. It was                
revealed through inspiration to our Nabi SAW. The Quran is Kalam Al Allah, the Speech of Allah                 
SWT, so deep and encompassing, and yet Allah SWT made it so we can understand it, in layers                  
and layers, through individual letters, and words of the Arabic language. We should know and               
study the kalimat al Quran so we can be lanterns. We should be the complete picture so we are                   
connectable role models. 
 
From the Quran is where we get the best influence, the best examples - His Names, His                 
Actions, commands, results and from it we can enrich our lives. So we shouldn’t read the Quran                 
to just read, and know its vocabulary but also understand what the words say, we should have a                  
deeper understanding and connection with it.  
 
We will pick a messenger, and then journey with his story through the Quran, with the                
vocabulary, the Names of Allah SWT and any other wisdom we can gather through this study.                
When Allah SWT wants good for someone then He will increase our knowledge, bring us closer                
to Him, so to study like this is a blessing. 
 
The dictionary of the Kalimat Quran has the names of the Messengers, their histories, their               
backgrounds and so on. The layout for this will be in three different sections, inshaAllah and                
discussed next week onwards. 
 
 


